
Length for straights

Extend each line

Angle 
for bends

Classify features 1-16

?
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Estimate and measure each of the numbered features on the track and classify them.
SS=short straight, MS=medium straight……..TB=tight bend, MB= medium bend……etc

Also measure the total length of the track (string is useful).



website Zoom out if doesn’t fit
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4

5,6,7,8 (colours etc make no difference to speed)

Create your car for the Monza 2019 track



Adjust each 
of the 4 
settings

Maximise % efficiency 
for the most important 
feature types
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Workshop adjustments make your car as efficient (fast) as possible



60
30
40
50

245
275
325
200
220
280
180

90%
95%
88%
79%
86%
93%
91%

221
261
286
158
189
260
164

Record your
best workshop 
adjustment 
settings

Using the 
track plan 
maximum 
safe speeds…

…and your % 
efficiency…

…calculate 
your car 
actual safe 
speeds
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245 x 90% 
= 221



Input your safe speeds



Classify each track feature 
from your worksheet

Set to safe speeds for first practice lap



Enter the race for qualifying practice laps



How do you want your driver to drive?



Run a practice lap Choose the best 
tyres for practice 
weather conditions

Do NOT!!! say ready to race or you 
can’t do any more practice laps !!!!!!!



Watch your practice lap

Look at graphs of your car’s performance



Try going faster but watch 
out for tyre wear and engine 
overheating.
Keep good records of your
best laps (write them down)!

Adjust one feature at a time or all of the same type together



Your final practice lap settings 
will be used in the race.

Your fastest practice lap 
determines your grid position.



Look at weather and fuel.
How long is the track and the race?

Have as many pit stops as 
you like. What tyres and 
fuel do you need at the 
start and at each pit stop


